
Lashing Features

LASHING
UPDATE LASHING WITHOUT PAPER AND 
PROVIDE VISIBILITY TO YOUR ENTIRE CREW

Lashing is Navis’ next gen mobile application that enables the lashing crew to use their  
handheld devices to update lashing status as well as trouble. 

As part of the Navis Smart Mobile Suite, Lashing uses state-of-the-art mobile technology to 
provide an immersive mobile experience with a user interface specifically designed for  
lashers to provide 24/7 visibility and control over what needs to be done. They can quickly 
navigate from one bay to the next without having to radio in or print out any sheets of paper. 
Best of all, whatever progress they make is instantly known to the lashing crew as well as 
the terminal operators for more efficient turnaround. 

Lashing is also decoupled from N4, so you can update it seamlessly without impacting the 
core TOS.

For more information, visit www.navis.com
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Which Give You

Better user experience 
Lashing’s intuitive and user friendly interface, combined with Day and Night Mode lighting, 
provide a seamless experience for your lashing clerks. It gives them the ability to mark progress, 
switch between bays and seamlessly address the lashing needs along with everyone else 
without having to radio to find out what is needed.

Lower deployment and maintenance costs  
Since Lashing is a standalone mobile application, you don’t need to update the TOS to get 
feature updates. Initial deployment and ongoing updates are seamless via download, without 
impacting the TOS.

Continuous productivity when connectivity goes down 
Offline Mode gives lashing clerks the ability to work uninterrupted even when WiFI is spotty or 
goes down.

LEARN MORE AT WWW.NAVIS.COM

Technical Requirements

▪ Navis N4 3.6 and above
▪ Android device running 

version 5 or above

Available by monthly subscription (includes M&S).


